
SOLVE OR TRANSFORM?

TWO APPROACHES TO STUDY EQUATIONS

SERGEI YAKOVENKO

1. Preamble. Simplest equations: solve or transform

Given a general quadratic equation

ax2 + bx+ c = 0,

you can use the familiar formula for its roots (if you remember it). However,
if you are unsure about all signs, then the more reliable way is to transform
the equation to a form which can be easily solved. In our case, if a 6= 0,
we can divide the equation by a to make the leading coefficient 1, and then
change the variable x by a new variable X = x−h with some constant h. It
turns out that h can be chosen so that the transformed equation will take
the form

X2 −∆ = 0,

where ∆ is some number explicitly written in terms of a, b, c. Solution of
the latter equation is absolutely transparent and one can immediately tell,
how many real solutions it will have for different values of ∆.

Problem 1. How can one simplify the quadratic equation in the degenerate
case a = 0?

Answer : X = 0.

However we will deal in the future with equations, whose solutions are
not numbers (one or several), but unknown functions.

1.1. Implicit function theorem. Let f : U → R be a smooth (infinitely
differentiable) function of two real variables (x, y) ∈ U ⊆ R2. The equation

f(x, y) = 0 (1)

defines a subset of U . Without additional assumptions any closed subset
can be defined using an appropriate smooth function, but our geometric
intuition suggests that for reasonably good functions this subset will be a
nice curve.

The simplest case where this claim can be made precise and justified, is
the so called implicit function theorem.

Theorem 2. Assume that (a, b) ∈ U , f(a, b) = 0 and

∂f

∂y
(a, b) 6= 0.
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Then there exists two small intervals (a − δ, a + δ), (b − δ, b + δ) and a
smooth function ϕ : (a− δ, a+ δ)→ (b− δ, b+ δ) such that the set {f = 0}
intersects with the corresponding small square by the graph of function ϕ:
f(x, y) = 0 ⇐⇒ y = ϕ(x). �

The graph of a smooth curve is one of the simplest geometric shapes which
one could imagine.

1.2. How can one solve equations in principle? The equation (1) can
be treated as a question about a function y = ϕ(x) solving this equation in
the same way as equations in one variable ask about numbers satisfying it.

In what sense can we find a function? Theorem 2 claims only existence
of such solution in a certain class. Can we “solve it explicitly”?

Assume for simplicity that a = b = 0. Then with any C∞-smooth function
(having all partial derivatives of all orders) one can associate its Taylor series,
the infinite series in two variables of the form

T (x, y) =
∑

i+j>0

aij x
iyj , aij ∈ R. (2)

The Taylor coefficients aij can be expressed as values of f and its partial
derivatives at the origin 0 = (0, 0):

a00 = f(0), a01 =
∂f

∂y
(0), a11 =

∂2f

∂x∂y
(0), . . .

For the the founders of Analysis (Newton, Leibnitz, Euler, . . . ) there was no
difference between the function itself and its Taylor series, although Euler
was aware that sometimes divergent series may naturally appear.

Today we are familiar with the idea that the two notions differ: the Taylor
series may be divergent. All the way around, there exist functions for which
their Taylor series is convergent in some disk x2 + y2 < r2, r > 0 (e.g., is
identically zero), but its sum at (x, y) 6= (0, 0) is different from the value
f(x, y).

This leaves us with several possibilities. We can introduce the special class
of analytic functions which are sums of convergent Taylor series, eventually
with respect to translated variables x = X − a, Y = y − b. Such functions
are in a sense polynomials of infinite degree; they have an advantage that
instead of real values x, y one can substitute complex values and thus extend
these functions naturally into the complex domain.

Another opportunity is to ignore the issue of convergence completely and
work only with the formal series. This would be a great simplification except
that there will be no genuine functions, equations and no genuine solutions.
But as a first step it would be quite natural: if an equation cannot be solved
on the formal level, then we could instantly identify the reason why solution
does not exist (necessity to divide by zero is the most common obstruction).
We will mostly stick to this approach, discussing the convergence issues at
the very end.
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Finally, we can marry the formal theory with analysis and build a theory
which would work for C∞-smooth functions. We leave this subject com-
pletely aside, mentioning only one basic fact due to E. Borel:

Theorem 3. Any formal series, no matter how badly it diverges, is the
Taylor series of infinitely many C∞-smooth functions.

1.3. Calculus with formal Taylor series. If we have two formal series
in, say, one variable x, f(x) =

∑∞
0 aix

i and g =
∑∞

0 bjx
j , then there is no

problem in defining their sum (obviously) and product. The latter is given
by the series h(x) =

∑∞
0 ckx

k, where each coefficient ck =
∑

i+j=k aibj is
defined using only finitely many operations with the coefficients.

A good exercise is to prove that if a series f starts with nonzero free term,
a0 6= 0, then it is multiplicatively invertible: there exists a formal series g
such that f · g ≡ 1. The proof is straightforward (we consider for simplicity
only the case a0 = 1).

If f = 1 + u, u = a1x+ · · · = x(· · · ), then

1

1 + u
= 1− u+ u2 − u3 ± · · · , un = xn(· · · ).

This means that the fraction is a series whose first n terms are completely
determined by the corresponding truncated sum.

In a similar way one can attempt to define the composition of Taylor
series: f ◦ g(x) =

∑
akg

k(x), and it remains “only” to expand the powers
gk as products, see above.

The problem is that each new term may affect the previously computed
coefficients of the composition and hence require infinite number of opera-
tions with numeric coefficients, which may be impossible.

Example 4. Assume that f(x) = 1 + x+ x2 + · · · and g(x) = 2 (only one
nonzero coefficient before x0). Then f ◦ g is undefined in any sense.

Fortunately, this is the only caveat.

Proposition 5. A series without the free term (in any number of variables)
can be substituted instead of any variable in any power series. �

Example 6. Assume that

f(x, y) =

(
x
y

)
+
∑

i+j=n

(
aijx

iyj

bijx
iyj

)
, n > 2,

is a 2-vector function in 2 variables, which in the matrix form can be written
as the sum f = E+gn. Then the series h(x) = E−gn inverts f up to terms
of order n+ 1 and higher:

(E − gn) ◦ (E + gn) = E + gn+1 + gn+2 + · · · .

This can be used to construct inductively the genuine inverse series (E +
gn)−1 if n > 2.
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Theorem 7 (Inverse function theorem for formal series). The vector series

f(x, y) =

(
a10x+ a01y
b10x+ b01y

)
+
∑

i+j>n

(
aijx

iyj

bijx
iyj

)
, n > 2,

is invertible, if

det

(
a10 a01
b10 b01

)
6= 0. �

1.4. Finding the implicit function. Assume that we have an implicit
function equation (1) meeting the implicit function theorem conditions, and
it is analytic.

The equation (1) can be preliminary transformed as follows: we divide it
by a01, multiply by −1, carry y to the left hand side and look for a solution
of the form ϕ(x) = cx+ · · · so that the equation takes the form

y = p2(x, y), p2 =
∞∑

i+j>2

aijcijx
iyj . (3)

This means that the equation has only terms of order 2 and higher in the
right hand side.

We claim that solution of this reduced equation can be found under the
form of a Taylor series

y = ϕ(x) =
∑
i>2

hix
i, hi ∈ R.

Proof. Plug thus above expansion (Einsatz) into the equation (3) and verify
that the coefficients h2, h3, . . . can be inductively defined. �

Second proof. Consider the sequence of “approximations” ϕn(x), each rep-
resented by a formal Taylor series in one variable x and defined recursively
as ϕn = 0,

ϕn+1 = p2(x, ϕn).

Prove that since p has no terms of order 0 and 1, the Taylor coefficients of
ϕn will stabilize. �

Thus we see that solving simple equations is indeed an easy task. But
what if ask for more details? How solutions will change if the equation
slightly changes? E.g., if we consider the equation f(x, y) = ε for small
nonzero values of ε ∈ R?

1.5. The alternative: let’s transform the equation. Instead of directly
solving the equation, say, (1), one could instead try to transform it. What
does it mean?

Assume we are making a change of variables, passing from initial x, y to
the new variables X,Y . Then the equation changes. How it will look like?
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It is convenient to assume that the new variables are related to the old
variables by the identities

x = G(X,Y ), y = H(x, y),

where G,H are some functions of two variables. If this transformation is
invertible (and we consider only such cases), then there exists another pair
of functions g, h such that

X = g(x, y), Y = h(x, y).

The second form is more convenient in geometric terms: if we consider
the transformation as a map (x, y) → (X,Y ), then it shows where each
point goes. The first form is more convenient for substitution into explicit
formulas.

1.6. Local equivalence.

Definition 8. A diffeomorphism between two open domains U, V ⊂ R2 is
a C∞-smooth bijective such that the inverse is also C∞-smooth.

Definition 9. Let A,B be two subsets of R2 and a ∈ A, b ∈ B two points.
We say that A and B are locally C∞ equivalent, if there exist two neighbor-
hoods U 3 a, V 3 b in R2 and a C∞ diffeomorphism H : U → V such that
H(A) = B.

This definition implies that in a small neighborhood of the point a the
subset A looks indistinguishable from the set B in all that can be expressed
in terms of C∞-equivalence.

Definition 10. Two functions f and g defined in open sets containing
points a and b respectively, are C∞-equivalent, if there exists a local C∞

diffeomorphism H : U → V as above, such that f = g ◦H.

1.6.1. Formal equivalence. The composition of functions has a well defined
algebraic analog for power series. It is defined under some constraints for
the centers of the Taylor expansions. To save time, we assume that a = b =
(0, 0).

Definition 11. Two power series f, g are formally equivalent, if there exists
a formal map H, such that f = g ◦H.

1.7. Local normal form for a non-critical function.

Theorem 12. Assume that f(x, y) = a10x + a01y + · · · is a formal series
whose linear part is non-vanishing: |a10|+ |a01| > 0.

Then it is locally equivalent to the simplest function g(X,Y ) = Y .

Proof. Applying first an affine transformation, we can assume that f(x, y) =
y + x+

∑
i+j>2 aix

iyj . Collecting terms, we get

f(x, y) = y
(
1 + f1(x, y) + f2(x, y) + · · ·

)
+ x
(
1 + p1(x) + p2 + · · ·

)
.
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The transformation

Y = y(1 + · · · ), X = x(1 + · · · )
brings the function to the form Y + X. This transformation is formally
invertible, since its Jacobi matrix is identical. �

Theorem 13. The above theorem remains true also for C∞-smooth or an-
alytic function f and C∞-smooth (resp., analytic) local equivalence.

1.8. Conclusion. Transforming the equation is simpler than explicitly find-
ing its solution and brings more information about the structure of these
solutions.

2. Morse functions

2.1. Regression. Univariate functions. What can one do with a func-
tion f(x) such that f ′(0) = 0, f ′′(0) 6= 0 by a smooth/formal change of
variable?

2.1.1. First year calculus: extremum. The structure of solutions of the equa-
tion f(x) = ε can be derived from the local description of a local maxi-
mum/minimum.

2.1.2. “Morse lemma”. There exists a smooth change of variables which
brings f to the form g(x) = c+ 1

2x
2.

If f depends smoothly on parameters λ, then f can be brought to the form
g(x) = ϕ(λ) + 1

2x
2 by a transformation smoothly depending on parameters.

2.2. Functions of two variables. What if the gradient of a function of
two variables vanishes, i.e., both first derivatives vanish? Then the series of
f starts with quadratic terms,

f(x, y) = Q2(x, y) +
∑

i+j>3

cijx
iyj .

The quadratic part (if not identically zero) can be brought to a simple
form by a linear transform:

Q2(x, y) =

{
αx2 + βy2, αβ 6= 0 (nondegenerate case),

αx2, α 6= 0 otherwise.

Theorem 14 (Morse lemma). In the nondegenerate case f is locally equiv-
alent to its quadratic part.

Proof. Every monomial xiyj , i + j > 3, divides either by x2 or by y2 with
the quotient vanishing at the origin. Therefore

f(x, y) = αx2(1 + · · · ) + βy2(1 + · · · ),
where dots denote functions vanishing at the origin. The new variables

X = x
√

1 + · · ·, Y = y
√

1 + · · ·
define a smooth (analytic) local diffeomorphism solving the problem. �
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Remark 15. Making an extra linear transformation, we see that every non-
degenerate function with vanishing gradient can be brought to one of the
two forms,

f(x, y) = ±1
2(x2 + y2), f(x, y) = 1

2(x2 − y2).

2.2.1. Properties of the family of curves defined by f = ε. Try to list here
as many as possible properties of the sets {(x, y) : f(x, y) = ε} which are
invariant by local diffeomorphisms.

2.3. Transform is easier than compute. Transformation to a “standard
form” is achieved by computations with power series.

An attempt to directly compute solution of the equation, say, f(x, ϕ(x)) =
ε fails if we look for solution as before under the form of a Taylor series
ϕ(x) = h0 +h1x+ · · · . One has to guess suitable Einsatz involving radicals.
The only exception is the two branches forming the “cross” of the equation
x2 − y2 = 0.

* * * *
Here is where I had to stop talking.

2.4. Degenerate case. Cuspidal singularity: f(x, y) = x2 + y3.

Problem 16. Try to plot the sets f = ε in this case.

2.5. From one equation to systems of equations. How to formulate
the local description problem for maps from R2 to R2? (Two equations with
two variables, how the number of solutions changes and where?)

(x, y) 7−→


(x, y),

(x, y2),

(x, y3 − xy).

What does it mean? Together with the transformation of the independent
variables x, y we allow also transformation of the equations that we are
solving.

(x, y)
initial map−−−−−−−→ (f, g)

H

y yH′

(X,Y )
new map−−−−−→ (F,G)

(4)

The transformations H,H ′ have to be invertible and regular, but need not
coincide, since they act in different spaces.

Problem 17. A C∞ smooth planar curve is a non-constant map γ : (R, 0)→
(R2, 0), where (Rk, 0) is a small unspecified neighborhood of the origin in
Rk, k = 1, 2.

(1) Give the definition of a formal planar curve.
(2) When two curves coincide as the sets of points in R2?
(3) Give the definition of locally equivalent curves.
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(4) When the image of γ is a smooth curve as a subset of (R2, 0)?
(5) Prove that any smooth curve (in the above sense) is locally equivalent

to the curve x = 0, y = t (explain the meaning of the variables).

3. Dynamical systems

3.1. Definitions. Key difference: source and target coincide, hence one can
talk about iterations.

Definition 18. Two maps f : U → U and g : V → V , U, V ⊂ R2, are said
to be conjugated, if there exists a C∞-diffeomorphism H : U → V such that

f ◦H = H ◦ g. (5)

A similar definition can be given for analytic maps defined by convergent
Taylor series.

To give a local version of this definition near a point a ∈ U , we need to
assume in addition that f(a) = a (a fixed point), H(a) = b ∈ V and g(b) = b.

The formal definition (assuming for simplicity that a = b = (0, 0)) requires
existence of (vector) formal series H satisfying the above identity.

Comparing with the situation described earlier in (4), we see that conju-
gacy of self-maps is described by the diagram

(x, y)
f−−−−→ (x, y)

H

y yH

(X,Y )
g−−−−→ (X,Y )

(6)

The apparently subtle extra condition H = H ′ changes everything.

Example 19. If A,B are two linear maps of R2, then they are conjugated
by a linear map C if and only if C−1AC = B, in full agreement with the
linear algebra. This is because the matrix multiplication was designed to
reflect the composition of linear maps, if somebody didn’t realize this yet.

Moreover, differentiating the identity (5) we see that the linear parts of
f and g must be conjugated by the linear part of H.

3.2. Linearization. Assume that the linear part A of the map f is “in the
common position”: it has two different eigenvalues λ 6= µ, both nonzero
(but may well be nonreal!). Then A can be diagonalized. This means that
up to quadratic (small) terms, f takes the form(

x
y

)
7−→

(
λx

µy

)
+ · · · , A =

(
λ

µ

)
.

Since we don’t want to change the linear part anymore, we can look for H
in the form H = E + · · · , where E is the identity matrix.

Can one remove all nonlinear terms and conjugate f to its linear part A?
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3.2.1. Toy question. Suppose that we take f = A the diagonal linear map
as above and H = E + hn, where h is a vector monomial of degree n, that
is,

hn =

(
xiyj

0

)
or hn =

(
0

xiyj

)
, i+ j = n > 2. (7)

What happens if we conjugate A by H? One, of course, needs to com-
pute H−1 first, which is in general impossible (or at least cumbersome), yet
one easily predict the Taylor polynomial for H−1 until the degree n, using
Example 6.

We obtain

H−1 ◦A ◦H = (E − hn) ◦A(E + hn) + · · ·
= A(E + hn)− hn ◦ (A+ hn) + · · · = A+Ahn − hn ◦A+ · · · .

If A is diagonal as above, then the contributed terms are the same vector
monomials but with the coefficients −λiµj + λ or −λiµj + µ respectively.

Definition 20. A pair (λ, µ) of (complex) eigenvalues is called resonant, if
for some i, j > 2 the product λiµj is equal to λ or µ. Otherwise the pair is
called non-resonant.

Proposition 21. If the eigenvalues λ, µ are non-resonant, then A is con-
jugated to any map A+ fn, where fn is a homogeneous vector polynomial of
degree n.

Conversely, any map f = A + fn + · · · is conjugated to a map A + · · · ,
where the dots · · · stay for series without terms of order 6 n.

Theorem 22. In the non-resonant case the map f(x) = Ax + · · · can be
formally linearized, i.e., by a formal transformed to the linear map g(x) =
Ax.

3.3. Examples of (non)-resonant maps. Resonances: if λ = µn or vice
versa. If λiµj is a root of unity: then there are infinitely many forbidden
identities.

If both λ, µ are real (for real maps), then generically |λ/µ| 6= 1, thus the
second case is excluded. However, if they are complex conjugate, then they
must be on the unit cirle

3.4. What did we gain? Suppose that the computations with the formal
series make sense, i.e., in parallel with the formal statement there is a similar
analytic or C∞ smooth result.

Then we would know pretty much about behavior of the orbits of f ,
sequences of points xk+1 = f(xk). If x0 = 0, then the orbit is stationary
and not interesting at all. However, nearby orbits behave in a way that
is approximately described by geometric progressions. How faithful is this
approximation? This question becomes very important if the denominator
of the progression has modulus 1 (a complex number). Will the iterates stay
bounded?
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3.5. Differential equations. Another class of equations whose solutions
are functions, is the class of (ordinary) differential equations, of which au-
tonomous equations are of special interest (they correspond to the geometric
objects called vector fields).

We only briefly mention one case, systems of equations on the plane near
a singular point. They are written as follows:

ẋ = λx+
∑

i+j>2

aijx
iyj ,

ẏ = µy +
∑

i+j>2

bijx
iyj .

(8)

The right hand side is a formal series which begins with the diagonal matrix
representing the linear terms.

Can one hope to find a transformation that erases the nonlinear terms?
Will this transformation be convergent, if the initial system is analytic? The
answer depends on the arithmetic nature of the ratio λ/µ.

The real story only begins here. Ask me for details:
sergei.yakovenko@weizmann.ac.il.


